Aloha Active
Task Seating

ALOHA ACTIVE
The Intuitive Seating Experience.
Sleek looks and an amazing new performance that’s wholly comfortable.
The new aﬀordable task-chair hero in the workplace.

Haworth has leveraged its experience as leader in task-seating to
combine the latest in comfort and technology. Aloha Active
makes task-seating more instinctive and fit-for-purpose.
Aloha Active provides well-considered design and a revolutionary
weight-activated mechanism to maximise your seating
experience without compromise of quality and comfort.

24/7
workHorse
Quality comes first. Haworth’s
design and innovation brings
together decades of
engineering excellence in
task-seating.
Designed to work as hard as
you do, Aloha Active comes
with Haworth’s unbeatable 10year, 24/7 warranty for added
peace of mind.

Style personifIed.
Aloha Active segues fluently across your workspace with a wider range of style options.
This revolutionised task-chair gives greater choice to articulate your style.
Customise your look with six striking mesh shades, two plastic trim colors (black or
fog), two bases (standard black and fog plastic or optional polished aluminum) and
standard hard castors in black and two-tone, or optional soft castors.
Aloha Active creates unique and innovative workspaces.
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Smarter, smoother and more comfortable, Aloha Active is the perfect balance of price and
performance. Enjoy a seating experience that is more intuitive and comfortable, made easier to
sit with fewer adjustments.
A more comfortable seat pan, height adjustable 4D arms, a back that locks to three positions
plus an optional adjustable lumbar support, means Aloha Active can be tailored to a wider range
of body types and working styles.
Aloha Active supports you to do your best work, every way.
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